
Seradex OrderStream
Technical Release Notes

August 2023

AcctMaintenance.dll

6.4.129 08/11/2023 I2306014 The CustomerShipTo form will not allow a record to be saved that is both the 

default ShipTo and inactive.

ActiveM20.dll

6.4.152 08/11/2023 I2304023 The PostStandardLabour accounting preference will be used to determine 

whether or not the DataCollection module will be excluded from the 

Unapproval combo.

I2108033 When attempting to unapprove from the Transaction Override form, the 

speed of loading the Owner combo for Receipts has been considerably 

improved on databases with a large number of receipts.

I2302071 A setting to sort by rack has been added to the lot/serial inventory allocation 

form.

AdminTools.dll

6.4.72 08/11/2023 I2305238 License update has been modified to only include sxSystem database 

records that have both the SQLServerName and DBName filled in.

I2306071 Added logic to ignore leading/trailing spaces when validating document 

number changes.

AutomatedReports.exe

6.4.12 08/11/2023 I2305023 Added a date/time in the errors recorded in the log file.

I2307096 If a report is processed after its end time due to its position in queue, it will no 

longer cause automated reports to stop processing.

ClientReports.dll

6.4.100 08/24/2023 I2302345 An email preview has been added for systems without Microsoft Office 

installed.

I2306302 If an error occurs while replacing report email fields (like {SalesOrderNo}) 

with report email data, the error is now logged.

I2303111 Reports can now be setup to generate individual attachments per transaction 

for an email by setting the file name to the transaction number.

6.4.99 08/11/2023 I2305023 Increased the size of the SDDTemp email address columns.  Updated to 

read the report name for automated reports from the client reports mdb file.  

Altered the error message that is recorded when an issue occurs when 

gathering email addresses to differentiate the two methods of specifying 

emails in ReportDestinationDetails.

Config.dll

6.4.205 08/11/2023 I2306295 Corrected an issue in the configurator by changing the scope of the property 

OldItemSpecID in the configurator mastered item dialog form from private to 

public to allow reference to other forms
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6.4.205 08/11/2023 I2305229 Fixed an issue in the configurator to only process the required number of 

records when reconfiguring from Search and Replace, and to accurately 

show the correct number of records actually being processed.

I2303234 Implemented support for Config Search and Replace in .Net work order 

module.

I2304016 Implemented support for external data export from the AppIntegrationImport 

excel template file to the database as supported in the configurator.

I2307185 Re-opening existing configured items clears saved values on query 

controlled properties which may affect dynamic property disabling

I2307257 Corrected an issue in Config.dll that was causing all the line items on a 

transaction to be processed instead of just the the selected line items in 

Config Search and Replace.

I2307258

Corrected an issue in Config.dll that was causing errors when attempting to 

load config batch data for ItemSpecs owner type

6.4.206 08/22/2023 I2308190 Corrected an issue that was causing the replacing value in Config Search 

and Replace not to be processed by the auto processor, and subsequently 

avoiding the processing of the bill of materials.

CreditNote.dll

6.4.138 08/11/2023 I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

CRM.dll

6.4.144 08/11/2023 I2211238 The sales rep combo box will now include the vendor contact.

I2306014 In the absence of a specified DefaultShipTo, when loading a customer's 

details in the CRM form the "defaulted" ShipTo record will not be an inactive 

record.

CRMOutlook365MailReaderService.msi

6.4.4 08/11/2023 I2210215 Modified to correct a problem when trying to retrieve the emails from the 

common Outlook mail box due to a wrong reference for one of the 

components of the Microsoft.Graph.dll, which is the main Microsoft 

technology used to communicate with the Outlook Online.

DataTransfer.exe

6.4.39 08/11/2023 I2304094 Modified to simplify the layout of the DataTransfer table.

DataTransfer.mdb

6.4.307 08/11/2023 I2305113 Modified to open ServiceOrder and Delivery Schedule using the smart load 

technique.

I2304099 Modified to add the necessary tables to store the new RFID functionality 

related data.

I2306164 Added IncludeLabourInventory to sxAppPreferencesExpanded core view
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6.4.307 08/11/2023 I2305153 Added a LocationID field to the PO table.

I2302353 Work Order Generator now can launch SalesOrder or Item from fields

I2302040 Added a new Application Preference to control when the user gets a warning 

including rows via "Select All" in Shop Floor Execution.

I2207273 Removed integrity check for invalid AR trade GL on customer account sets 

as Financials - Invalid GL Account Type for AR Account already existed 

which is the same check.

I2304023 Added PostStandardLabour accounting preference to 

sxAccountingPreferencesExpanded view.

I2301131 Added inactive flag to Locations and new Integrity check Items with an 

Inactive Location as the default location

I2306028 Added new integrity check to reveal instances of ItemVendors records whose 

related vendor is inactive.

I2301109 Modified to support Report on Event in App Integration Manager when 

exporting.

I2304026 Added GenericFileSQL import type. Added RunOrder to AppIntQueryStages 

and two new stages, TableDefinition and Populate.

I2304139 Modified the Inventory - Valuation by Category (Summary) report query.

I2301043 An ItemVendorDetailID column has been added to the PODetails and 

ItemVendorHistory ActiveM database tables.

I2305200 Added a field in CompanySetup for SVODocStoragePath.

I2307243 Modified to improve the loading of work orders when a significant amount of 

related data collection exists.

DayEndProc.dll

6.4.163 08/11/2023 I2301011 Improved performance of gathering the audit data for GL inventory 

Autoposting.

DBox Web Front End Components (WFE)

6.4.39 08/11/2023 I2302091 Changed the Clear Filter button on the Search page to be the regular filter 

button with a line through it. Converting an Estimate to a Sales Order when 

the PO is required would cause the Convert option to appear before the save 

had finished after entering the PO.

I2305139 Corrected an issue where the app settings in the configurator were being 

overwritten with an empty value causing some unintended behaviour under 

specific configurator use cases.

I2305286 Corrected an issue where launching the DBOX Web Configurator from 

OrderStream would fail.

I2210040 Added an option to add a disclaimer to the registration page, there will be a 

checkbox beside whatever text you want to appear, like you would see for 

accepting the terms and service on most registration pages. This is 

customizable via the Communication Settings in the DBOX Control Panel.

Added an enhancement to override the due date on an Estimate or a Sales 

Order a specified number of days if any item on the order is not in stock.

Added custom + / - buttons on either side of the qty input on the Sell Items 

page and hidden the default arrows to make them much easier to click/see.

Did a sweep through the main modules/home page to ensure that the 

website is usable on the average mobile device/tablet.
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DC2001.dll

6.4.64 08/11/2023 I2306197 Added the Advance column to the manual Data Collection to be able to see 

and update it as required

ERP Anywhere

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2307078 Updated GetInventoryOwners and SaveInventoryTransfer to handle owners 

better

I2305289 Updated app icon

I2305307 Allow users to use external barcode scanners in the "Scan Location" and 

"Inventory" pages

I2305152 Added ITID as a supported Item ID barcode prefix

I2305175 Removed lock on Owner Type when selecting a location in the Adjusmtnet 

Module

I2305094 Fixed issue with CheckNegativeInventory call

I2305301 Fixed container module crashing when scanning barcodes

I2305230 Added a validation step when scanning barcodes so barcode results will be 

more consistent.

I2307252 Set rack and/or bin to an empty string instead of null when the rack and/or 

bin is suppose to be not set.

I2308006 Updated the GET queries to handle large amounts of data better. Fixed 

sorting for WorkFlows with no due date

Estimating.dll

6.4.199 08/11/2023 I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

feble.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Included as component of the FEIG RFID device SDK.

fecom.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Included as component of the FEIG RFID device SDK.

fedm-c-api.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Included as component of the FEIG RFID device SDK.

fedm-cs-net48.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Included as component of the FEIG RFID device SDK.
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fedm-funit-c-api.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Included as component of the FEIG RFID device SDK.

fedm-funit-cs-net48.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Included as component of the FEIG RFID device SDK.

fedm-funit.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Included as component of the FEIG RFID device SDK.

fedm-service-c-api.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Included as component of the FEIG RFID device SDK.

fedm-service-cs-net48.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Included as component of the FEIG RFID device SDK.

fedm-service.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Included as component of the FEIG RFID device SDK.

fedm.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Included as component of the FEIG RFID device SDK.

feisp.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Included as component of the FEIG RFID device SDK.

feudp.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Included as component of the FEIG RFID device SDK.

feusb.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Included as component of the FEIG RFID device SDK.

History.dll

6.4.49 08/11/2023 I2212052 When launching History based Search forms, ensure that the taskbar item is 

created using Windows approved methods.
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Impinj.OctaneSdk.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2307266 Included as component of the Impinj RFID device SDK.

InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.123 08/11/2023 I2302071 When loading a mass transfer, the system will now try to preserve the order 

outlined in the transfer excel workbook.

I2304242 Transfer Tools > Receive Inventory will now only be enabled when 

appropriate.

Invoice.dll

6.4.190 08/11/2023 I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

I2211199 Adjust invoice detail generation query when generating from shipment to 

attempt to use sales order ordering first

6.4.191 08/15/2023 I2308174 Corrected issue whereby deposits did not load anymore into Invoice for either 

direct Sales order or shipment invoices.

ItemEditor.dll

6.4.162 08/11/2023 I2301043 Updating vendor information will now record the ItemVendorDetailID to the 

ItemVendorHistory database table.

I2303024 Added the Tool Revision to the Labour (Operation) Add/Edit screen in the 

Cell Tools grid and combo box.

I2301131 Inactive locations will not be available in the location drop down in items

I2304285 Inactive vendors will be pushed to the bottom of the Vendor combo list, and 

saving the ItemVendors form with an inactive vendor selected will be 

prevented.

I2301039 Fix Primary Costing UOM showing incorrectly if there were multiple UOMs 

assigned to a vendor

I2305355 Corrected the resolution of the Item Vendor Cost Update cost rollup message 

box, so it will correctly opt out of rolling up costs when the user answers "no".

LLRP.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2307266 Included as component of the Impinj RFID device SDK.

LLRP.Impinj.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2307266 Included as component of the Impinj RFID device SDK.

MatReq.dll

6.4.153 08/11/2023 I2301043 Generating a purchase order now sets the ItemVendorDetailID of the new 

PO detail.

I2305153 Modified to populate the new PO header location upon PO generation.
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6.4.153 08/11/2023 I2304065 Selective mat req processes have been migrated to Seradex.Win.MatReq.dll 

and Seradex.Purchasing.MatReq.dll.

OrderRevision.dll

6.4.6 08/11/2023 I2306236 Saving a revision with an empty comment will no longer be permitted.

I2306203 Expanded the maximum number of revisions for SalesOrder and 

PurchaseOrder to 99 from 09.

POInvoice.dll

6.4.134 08/11/2023 I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

I2306005 Support line discounts on PO deposit invoices and ensure the vendor 

account set of the deposit is inherited from the related PO.  Also corrected 

unit discount pct logic on misc Po invoice lines.

ProductStatus.dll

6.4.14 08/11/2023 I2306139 In cases where small changes were made to the work order line, the 

production status form will now recognize data collection generated before 

the work order was changed.

PurchaseOrder.dll

6.4.143 08/11/2023 I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

6.4.144 08/24/2023 I2303348 Implemented support for Aspose VendorPriceList.xls, including the 

InitialDataImport and RuntimeDataImport

6.4.145 08/29/2023 I2308318 Corrected the query for obtaining the list of purchase orders to show in the 

PONo combo when the "All" option is selected.

Receiving.dll

6.4.166 08/11/2023 I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

SalesOrder.dll

6.4.245 08/11/2023 I2304065 Purchase quantity UOMs are now evaluated when updating existing mat req 

from the selective mat req form.

I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

6.4.246 08/24/2023 I2303348 Modified to not inform the user that Excel is not installed when Aspose is 

enabled.

Schedule.dll

6.4.26 08/11/2023 I2212052 When launching the Scheduling Inventory Analysis form, ensure that the 

taskbar item is created using Windows approved methods.
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Seradex.AddressSystem.dll

6.4.13 08/11/2023 I2302140 Ensured address system disposes properly.  Address Validation will no 

longer clear some fields from the original address when the validation api 

does not return data for the same field.

I2306170 Prevented address from creating a blank Country/City/Stateprov record if one 

is assigned to the address class.

Seradex.Aspose.dll

6.4.5 08/11/2023 I2302337 Implemented an Aspose version of 2020 app integration import.

6.4.6 08/24/2023 I2305166 Implemented Initial and Runtime data import feature to migrate data from a 

database to the workbook when using the excel item pricing option instead of 

the Aspose item pricing option in the Estimate, Sales Order and Purchasing 

modules.

I2303348 Implemented required changes to properly hide, show and close the pricing 

workbook when needed.

6.4.7 08/28/2023 I2303348 Corrected to clear the defined named range at all times, and also fixed a bug 

that was causing the import routine to fail by disposing off Aspose objects 

like they are COM objects.

Seradex.BaseSystem.dll

6.4.62 08/24/2023 I2302345 Modified to pass the calling form to the new email preview form to ensure it is 

always shown on top of the caller when used.

Seradex.CommonServices.dll

6.4.82 08/11/2023 I2302040 Added a new Application Preference to control when the user gets a warning 

including rows via "Select All" in Shop Floor Execution.

I2305200 Added handling for a SVO-specific Document Storage path, and modules will 

revert to the default Document Storage path only if no module-specific path 

exists.

I2304026 Added module activation check for the GenericFileSQL import.

6.4.83 08/24/2023 I2305166 Implemented Initial and Runtime data import feature to migrate data from a 

database to the workbook when using the excel item pricing option instead of 

the Aspose item pricing option in the Estimate, Sales Order and Purchasing 

modules.

6.4.84 08/30/2023 I2308219 Remove the ability for the Progress Form to disable its parent form to prevent 

sporadic minimization issues.

Seradex.Connection.dll

6.4.53 08/11/2023 I2108136 Corrected issue when creating temp tables with an auto-generated primary 

key if the table definition is not wrapped in brackets and the last field ends 

with a bracket(VARCHAR(250) for example).
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Seradex.Dbox.dll

6.4.41 08/11/2023 I2305039 Corrected an issue adding a config child item in Dbox and saving without any 

user changes to the parent or child to no longer save the incomplete 

configuration when saving/closing the page.

I2305171 Implemented the logic to clear defaults or previously selected property values 

when a Dbox configurator property control is disabled in the workbook.

I2302029 Implemented the functional support in the configurator for the Auto List 

Single Value default feature for excel and query controlled text box properties 

in both Dbox and Order Steam

I2303112 Corrected an issue that was causing Dbox configurator regular combo boxes 

to not sort correctly

I2303159 Corrected an issue causing Configurator Properties that aren't visible in 

DBOX to be set to "expanded" when the Configurator Setup had valid LAN 

only properties before the first visible DBOX property. This caused no visible 

property to show as expanded in the parent/child configurator.

I2302116 Corrected an issue where the Manage Worksheets interface would not show 

the correct excel sheets and dates modified for the product lines if there were 

multiple product lines with the same name.

I2306015 Fixed an issue where DBOX could not generate AR/AP Posting Journals for 

the Quickbooks link.

I2306025 Fixed an issue where .NET 6.0 expected the CustomerID to always be filled 

in on the payment model when this isn't actually necessary. In the old .Net 

framework code, the model would still be valid, it would just replace null with 

0, however .Net 6.0 thinks that's unsafe. Replaced the CustomerID int with a 

nullable int to handle this situation.

I2305286 Fixed a number issues in Dbox configurator API by validating some specific 

fields before using them accordingly due to the possible presence of null 

values.

I2307089 Fixed an issue where the Forgot Password functionality incorrectly assumed 

the request was from the ERP Anywhere mobile app.

I2305328 Created an API endpoint to get accounts (Customer, Prospect etc) that were 

modified since a specified date.

I2306075 Fixed an issue where property values were being checked for length without 

first checking if they were null causing on Object Reference not set to an 

Instance of an Object Error in the configurator.

I2210040 Added an option to add a disclaimer to the registration page, there will be a 

checkbox beside whatever text you want to appear, like you would see for 

accepting the terms and service on most registration pages. This is 

customizable via the Communication Settings in the DBOX Control Panel.

Added an enhancement to override the due date on an Estimate or a Sales 

Order a specified number of days if any item on the order is not in stock.

Added custom + / - buttons on either side of the qty input on the Sell Items 

page and hidden the default arrows to make them much easier to click/see.

Did a sweep through the main modules/home page to ensure that the 

website is usable on the average mobile device/tablet.

I2306223 Code cleanup to correct erratic line item removal on big orders of 20 lines or 

more having warning alerts.

I2307159 Fixed a very inefficient query for gathering Module Search information in 

DBOX.
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Seradex.Dbox.Synchronization.dll

6.4.3 08/11/2023 I2304203 Improved the error message if the API being used is not available.

Seradex.EstimateSystem.dll

6.4.34 07/20/2023 I2307168 Added handling to allow for EstimateDetails.DiscountPct having a NULL 

value.

6.4.35 08/11/2023 I2302337 Implemented an Aspose version of 2020 app integration import.

6.4.36 08/24/2023 I2303348 Implemented required changes to properly hide, show and close the pricing 

workbook when needed.

I2305166 Implemented Initial and Runtime data import feature to migrate data from a 

database to the workbook when using the excel item pricing option instead of 

the Aspose item pricing option in the Estimate, Sales Order and Purchasing 

modules.

Seradex.Excel.dll

6.4.28 08/11/2023 I2302337 Implemented an Aspose version of 2020 app integration import.

6.4.29 08/24/2023 I2305166 Implemented Initial and Runtime data import feature to migrate data from a 

database to the workbook when using the excel item pricing option instead of 

the Aspose item pricing option in the Estimate, Sales Order and Purchasing 

modules.

I2303348 Implemented required changes to properly hide, show and close the pricing 

workbook when needed.

6.4.30 08/28/2023 I2303348 Corrected to clear the defined named range at all times, and also fixed a bug 

that was causing the import routine to fail by disposing off Aspose objects 

like they are COM objects.

Seradex.Financials.FinancialsSystem.dll

6.4.131 06/30/2023 I2306282 Corrected issue approving using online tax with pure zero dollar invoices 

(without deposit invoice applications) shipping into states that are registered 

for tax.

6.4.132 08/11/2023 I2306100 Ensure the sales deposit generation launch credit notes properly.

I2305188 Corrected issue with Avalara for clients outside of Texas but registered to 

collect tax, and using the optional remote seller flat tax does not function 

properly.  Also no longer create new groups that include zero rated 

city/county or special tax.

I2209177 Altered the credit system so that for AP and using remittance vendors, any 

credit can now be used as long as the invoice and the credit have the same 

remittance vendor regardless of the main vendor on the document.  AR is the 

same change but works with Group customers.

I2304107 Corrected issue if an Approved invoice somehow does not have a terms 

code ID in the invoice header, it was not available to pay.

I2306097 Allow users to pick GL accounts in the GL setup form that somehow do not 

have a GL account type, to allow correction.
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6.4.132 08/11/2023 I2306086 Corrected issue attempting to save a new Tax Authority in the Financials Tax 

Authority screen.

I2306034 Improved memory reclamation in Financials forms that show the GL entry 

grid and GL account drop downs.

Seradex.Financials.TransactionPosting.dll

6.4.6 08/11/2023 I2301011 Improved performance of gathering the audit data for GL inventory 

Autoposting.

I2306164 Updated to read company preferences from the sxAppPreferencesExpanded 

core view

Seradex.Infragistics.dll

6.4.66 07/17/2023 I2307131 On first use of the Data Validation system, ensure that both Save and 

Approval validations are stored in-memory so that they can be filtered to the 

correct validations at runtime.

6.4.67 08/11/2023 I2212269 Add methods to a couple combo classes to allow retrieving the data loading 

query only.

I2303272 Updated for internal usage.

I2305153 Modified to add combo column properties to the generic location combo box.

I2305099 Minor modification to grid data binding behaviour.

I2301165 When a selected drop-down box value, grid cell, or text field contains a value 

larger than the control, an ellipsis will now be added to the end as indication.

I2210022 Added support to use the newer grid control in older modules that do not yet 

support themes.

I2301131 Updated location combo to filter out inactive and corrected where some 

combos had a smaller header font than others.

Seradex.Inventory.Adjustment.dll

6.4.10 08/11/2023 I2302104 On Consignment Adjustment generation on Consignment Consumption 

Receipt approval, ensure that the quantity adjusted out is not greater than 

the amount against the specified inventory item record.

Seradex.Inventory.dll

6.4.45 08/11/2023 I2304156 Ensured ERP anywhere can return inventoryto allocation and inventory to 

allocate the same way as the current desktop allocation form does it from 

SalesOrder and Shipping.

6.4.46 08/24/2023 I2308274 The logic comparing what has been allocated with what has been selected 

will now return more details about the problematic records in all cases.

Seradex.InvoiceSystem.dll

6.4.35 08/11/2023 I2211199 Adjust invoice detail generation query when generating from shipment to 

attempt to use sales order ordering first
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6.4.35 08/11/2023 I2305070 Adjusted deposit invoice application logic for Invoice to not apply deposit 

details if the invoice is already zero and there are negative deposits 

unapplied.

I2306078 When adding a second or subsequent SalesOrder or Shipping document to 

an existing invoice, the pre-existing entry date is persisted.

6.4.36 08/15/2023 I2308174 Corrected issue whereby deposits did not load anymore into Invoice for either 

direct Sales order or shipment invoices.

6.4.37 08/21/2023 I2308191 Modified the Invoice.Net form to handle NULL values of DiscountPct when 

invoicing non-shippable items.

Seradex.Library.dll

6.4.31 08/11/2023 I2301043 An ItemVendorDetailID column has been added to the PODetails database 

table.

Seradex.MasterApi.dll

6.4.12 08/11/2023 I2303011 Fixed an issue where an improper version of DataTransfer was being 

identified as the minimum data transfer version required for DBOX. Allowing 

updates to go through before Data Transfer had been run.

Seradex.OrderEntryLibrary.dll

6.4.35 08/11/2023 I2302337 Implemented an Aspose version of 2020 app integration import.

I2306162 Improved performance in App Integration by opening and closing the 

pricelist.xls workbook just once, per order, instead of multiple times per line 

item.

6.4.36 08/24/2023 I2303348 Implemented required changes to properly hide, show and close the pricing 

workbook when needed.

I2305166 Implemented Initial and Runtime data import feature to migrate data from a 

database to the workbook when using the excel item pricing option instead of 

the Aspose item pricing option in the Estimate, Sales Order and Purchasing 

modules.

6.4.37 08/28/2023 I2303348 Corrected to clear the defined named range at all times, and also fixed a bug 

that was causing the import routine to fail by disposing off Aspose objects 

like they are COM objects.

Seradex.ProductConfigurator.dll

6.4.16 08/11/2023 I2306262 Modified Aspose auto processor to always create new itemspec when 

creating the initial spec for processing line items from the web

Seradex.Production.DataCollection.dll

6.4.73 08/11/2023 I2301109 Updated to conform to new the support for core and custom data used for 

Report On Event.  Now prioritizes custom OrderStreamObjectEvents records 

over core ones.
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6.4.73 08/11/2023 I2307097 Modified the ReturnShopFloorModel API function to properly throw an error 

when necessary.

I2304099 Modified to add the necessary code to be able to audit the scanned RFID tag 

data upon saving from the SFE details user interface.

I2303272 Modified to support specifying Location, Rack, and Bin on the Shop Floor 

work order completion screen.

I2305032 Removed exposed duplicate functions that required the connection to be 

passed in when they are not required.

Seradex.Production.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.48 08/11/2023 I2303234 Implemented support for Config Search and Replace in .Net work order 

module.

I2304329 Modified to detect upon saving if the quantity has been decreased for the 

lot/serial lines that are stored in the WorkOrderLotSerialInventory table to 

display a warning message to the user in case they need to deallocate any 

excesive inventory.

I2307243 Modified to improve the loading of work orders when a significant amount of 

related scheduling, data collection, and/or item transfer data exists.

I2307248 When using the Make-Stock MRP, ensure that the items to append to the 

work order are added to the Items combo prior to selecting the item on the 

line.

Seradex.Purchasing.dll

6.4.40 08/11/2023 I2207272 Ensure when an item is selected the spec is created in all cases if there is no 

master spec for the new item selected in PO.

I2305153 Modified to implement the necessary logic for the PO division location logic.

I2301043 Saving a new PO line will now save the related ItemVendorDetailID to the 

database.

I2301040 A unit net cost column has been added to the purchase order detail grid.

6.4.41 08/24/2023 I2303348 Implemented support for Aspose VendorPriceList.xls, including the 

InitialDataImport and RuntimeDataImport

I2305166 Implemented Initial and Runtime data import feature to migrate data from a 

database to the workbook when using the excel item pricing option instead of 

the Aspose item pricing option in the Estimate, Sales Order and Purchasing 

modules.

6.4.42 08/25/2023 I2308304 Corrected the PO line unit cost logic and removed the incorrect OwnerType 

setting.

6.4.43 08/28/2023 I2303348 Corrected to clear the defined named range at all times, and also fixed a bug 

that was causing the import routine to fail by disposing off Aspose objects 

like they are COM objects.

Seradex.Purchasing.MatReq.dll

6.4.3 08/11/2023 I2304065 Selective mat req processes have been migrated here from MatReq.dll

I2304266 The selective mat req UOM conversion process has been updated to be 

consistent with other parts of the system.
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Seradex.Purchasing.ReceivingSystem.dll

6.4.41 07/20/2023 I2307136 The receiving form will now include partial receipts created for the same PO 

line when calculating the quantity left on PO.

6.4.42 08/11/2023 I2302104 On Consignment Consumption Receipt generation on Transfer approval, 

ensure that the generated receiving line item is in-sync with the specified 

inventory item.

I2301038 Disallow serial lot tracked items to be received in noninteger quanties and fix 

lack of PO overwriting save validation results

Seradex.RecurringTransaction.dll

6.4.28 08/11/2023 I2304235 Corrected issue deleting job billing with retention if some lines never were 

billed also delete properly clears out zero dollar descriptions of work that 

happen to have positive and negatives to balance out to zero.

Seradex.ReportSystem.dll

6.4.24 08/11/2023 I2303300 The .Net report system has been updated to detect redirected printers.

Seradex.RestApi.dll

6.4.35 08/11/2023 I2307089 Fixed an issue where the Forgot Password functionality incorrectly assumed 

the request was from the ERP Anywhere mobile app.

I2305328 Created an API endpoint to get accounts (Customer, Prospect etc) that were 

modified since a specified date.

I2308006 Updated the GET queries to handle large amounts of data better. Fixed 

sorting for WorkFlows with no due date

I2307242 Fixed issue when adjustment line items had owners.

I2210040 Added an option to add a disclaimer to the registration page, there will be a 

checkbox beside whatever text you want to appear, like you would see for 

accepting the terms and service on most registration pages. This is 

customizable via the Communication Settings in the DBOX Control Panel.

Added an enhancement to override the due date on an Estimate or a Sales 

Order a specified number of days if any item on the order is not in stock.

Added custom + / - buttons on either side of the qty input on the Sell Items 

page and hidden the default arrows to make them much easier to click/see.

Did a sweep through the main modules/home page to ensure that the 

website is usable on the average mobile device/tablet.

Seradex.RFIDDevice.dll

6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Added this new module to be able to read data from various types of RFID 

scanning devices.

Seradex.RFIDDeviceManager.dll
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6.4.0 08/11/2023 I2304099 Added this new module to be able to dynamically read the settings for a RFID 

device associated to an OrderStream module as well as to audit the scanned 

data after it has been processed by the module.

Seradex.SalesOrderSystem.dll

6.4.44 08/11/2023 I2302337 Implemented an Aspose version of 2020 app integration import.

I2306008 Corrected issue whereby changing the header location no longer prompted 

to update the details

6.4.45 08/24/2023 I2303348 Implemented required changes to properly hide, show and close the pricing 

workbook when needed.

I2305166 Implemented Initial and Runtime data import feature to migrate data from a 

database to the workbook when using the excel item pricing option instead of 

the Aspose item pricing option in the Estimate, Sales Order and Purchasing 

modules.

Seradex.Search.dll

6.4.92 08/11/2023 I2212180 Ensured search controls are properly cleaned up and adjusted the style of 

the filter combos.

Seradex.Shipping.dll

6.4.30 08/11/2023 I2304156 New API Interface for ERP Anywhere to return and manage inventory 

allocations.

I2306021 Ensured updating inventory from the header menu in shipping is the same 

logic as when it is done on approval.

I2305093 Limit Misc freight vendors list to active vendors

6.4.31 08/24/2023 I2308274 The message informing the user about over-shipping now includes the 

problematic line number.

Seradex.SpecBuilder.dll

6.4.10 08/11/2023 I2306060 Modified to generate the TreeSort properly when used with a range of items 

for reporting style purposes.

Seradex.UserDefined.dll

6.4.20 08/11/2023 I2301120 Standardize UI to be inline with the .Net forms.

I2308022 Add handling to save an empty exploded UDF textbox.

Seradex.Utilities.IntegrationMgrSystem.dll

6.4.32 08/11/2023 I2304026 Added generic import handling for XML or JSON.

I2301109 Modified to support Report on Event in App Integration Manager when 

exporting.

I2302337 Implemented an Aspose version of 2020 app integration import.
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Seradex.Win.AccountMergePurge.dll

6.4.12 08/11/2023 I2306170 Moving City from the left to the right did not update the UI properly

Seradex.Win.AdvancedDeliverySchedule.dll

6.4.8 08/11/2023 I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

Seradex.Win.BarcodeShipping.dll

6.4.10 08/11/2023 I2209077 Added handling for non-mastered product line items, to display the quantity 

produced for the specific shipping lines as the quantity available.

Seradex.Win.Controls.dll

6.4.41 08/11/2023 I2210022 Added support to use the newer grid control in older modules that do not yet 

support themes

I2301006 Modified to ensure that when zooming from the OrderStream Comments 

control grid line, the system not only pays attention to the editable status of 

the entire grid, but also to the editable status of the row or the cell launching 

the zooming view control.

I2305099 Ensure that the Contacts control button sizes properly.

I2305200 Modified the Document Storage tab to retain the previously selected file 

location rather than revert to the MyDocuments folder each time.

I2302140 Improved memory cleanup of the address control, buttons, and comment 

control.

I2306212 Modified the One-Click Report control to prevent multiple one-click report 

requests from occurring simultaneously.

6.4.42 08/24/2023 I2302345 Modified to pass the calling form to the new email preview form to ensure it is 

always shown on top of the caller when used.

Seradex.Win.DeliverySchedule.dll

6.4.28 08/11/2023 I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

Seradex.Win.Email.dll

6.4.0 08/24/2023 I2302345 An email preview has been added for systems without Microsoft Office 

installed.

Seradex.Win.Estimate.dll

6.4.54 07/20/2023 I2307186 Ensure that the EDI Import module can be launched without selecting an 

account or pre-existing estimate. Correct other uses of menus prior to 

document selection. Ensure that the Copy Estimate menu does not create a 

blank estimate when no estimate has been selected.
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6.4.55 08/11/2023 I2212052 The Estimate form will no longer disable and enable itself when launching the 

Estimate Search History form or Item Lookup History form, as this was 

causing unexpected behaviour with the Microsoft Windows window ordering.

I2102336 Ensure the Message Centre and Search tab searches can be filtered in a 

consistent manner. Ensure the search data is cleared when adding a new 

document.

I2301131 Updated location combos to all be the same and hide inactive locations.

I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

I2301165 When text is too large to display in a field, an ellipses will now appear at the 

end.

6.4.56 08/24/2023 I2305166 Implemented Initial and Runtime data import feature to migrate data from a 

database to the workbook when using the excel item pricing option instead of 

the Aspose item pricing option in the Estimate, Sales Order and Purchasing 

modules.

I2303348 Implemented required changes to properly hide, show and close the pricing 

workbook when needed.

Seradex.Win.Financials.dll

6.4.130 08/11/2023 I2306100 Ensure Apply AR credit screens launch negative invoices properly.

I2210022 Allow users to save grid settings in the receive payment/apply credit and 

refund credit screens in Financials.

I2209177 Altered the credit system so that for AP and using remittance vendors, any 

credit can now be used as long as the invoice and the credit have the same 

remittance vendor regardless of the main vendor on the document.  AR is the 

same change but works with Group customers.

I2212041 Adjusted prompt when voiding bank transactions that were created as part of 

a void of a refund credit to only display the voided prompt if the user viewed 

the void screen and voided.

I2306097 Allow users to pick GL accounts in the GL setup form that somehow do not 

have a GL account type, to allow correction.

I2302342 Added logic for AP payment generation to prompt the user a summary of 

what the payment will do and inform them of potential issues such as short 

payment.

I2306034 Improved memory reclamation in Financials forms that show the GL entry 

grid and GL account drop downs.

6.4.131 08/17/2023 I2308168 Corrected the include checkbox behaviour to instantly update the UI for any 

changes to payment and improved the visibility logic of the Apply credit 

button to no longer require a line to be included to match the existing logic 

when launching from the Credit Applied Field.

I2308212 Corrected issue whereby adding a new batch did not work as expected and 

altered the message on Void AP as it was erroneously reporting that it 

replaced the payment.

Seradex.Win.IntegrationManager.dll

6.4.23 08/11/2023 I2301109 Modified to support Report on Event in App Integration Manager when 

exporting.

I2304026 Added the ability to import any single XML or JSON order file.

I2302337 Implemented an Aspose version of 2020 app integration import.
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Seradex.Win.Invoice.dll

6.4.60 08/11/2023 I2212269 Improve form load speed and safety by re-implementing the combo loading 

behaviour and removing threading from UI control loading. Corrected the 

sizing of the date header controls. Improved the tab order of the Invoice 

form.

I2306207 Ensure the Item, Sales Order, and Shipment combos are loaded correctly on 

creation of a Credit Note from Service Order. Improved performance when 

creating a credit note from Service Order. Ensure the form state is 

appropriate upon completion of loading the service order data into Credit 

Note.

I2102336 Ensure the Message Centre and Search tab searches can be filtered in a 

consistent manner. Ensure the search data is cleared when adding a new 

document.

I2301165 When text is too large to display in a field, an ellipses will now appear at the 

end.

I2301131 Updated location combo on invoice to hide inactive locations.

I2306100 Ensure the sales deposit generation launch credit notes properly.

I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

Seradex.Win.MatReq.dll

6.4.4 08/11/2023 I2304266 Ensure that the vendor specified in the Custom Selective Mat Req search is 

used by the MatReq system without any further intervention by the user.

I2304065 The selective mat req form has been updated to prevent unexpected quantity 

increases when updating existing mat req records.

Seradex.Win.ProspectImport.dll

6.4.25 08/11/2023 I2306170 Prevented address from finding a blank country record if it existed and the 

address has no country assigned.

Seradex.Win.Purchasing.dll

6.4.70 07/25/2023 I2306278 Purchase Order header due date changes will now be pushed into its lines 

and persisted as appropriate.

6.4.71 08/11/2023 I2301131 Updated location combos to all be the same and hide inactive locations.

I2304058 Hide the line number field in PO

I2207272 Ensure when an item is selected the spec is created in all cases if there is no 

master spec for the new item selected in PO.

I2102336 Ensure the Message Centre and Search tab searches can be filtered in a 

consistent manner. Ensure the search data is cleared when adding a new 

document.

I2305153 Modified to add a new location header combo to the main PO screen to 

improve location division logic on PO.

I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

I2301165 When text is too large to display in a field, an ellipses will now appear at the 

end.
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6.4.71 08/11/2023 I2301120 Ensure that the Detail UserDefined form launches with a valid PO Detail ID.

I2301042 A purchase order line total weight has been added.

I2307187 Set the detail Comment cell to have multiline capabilities.

6.4.72 08/14/2023 I2308146 The process to obtain an employee's location will no longer throw an 

exception if the location has not been set up.

6.4.73 08/24/2023 I2303348 Implemented support for Aspose VendorPriceList.xls, including the 

InitialDataImport and RuntimeDataImport

I2305166 Implemented Initial and Runtime data import feature to migrate data from a 

database to the workbook when using the excel item pricing option instead of 

the Aspose item pricing option in the Estimate, Sales Order and Purchasing 

modules.

6.4.74 08/28/2023 I2303348 Corrected to clear the defined named range at all times, and also fixed a bug 

that was causing the import routine to fail by disposing off Aspose objects 

like they are COM objects.

Seradex.Win.Receiving.dll

6.4.62 08/11/2023 I2307187 Set the detail Comment cell to have multiline capabilities.

I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

I2102336 Ensure the Message Centre and Search tab searches can be filtered in a 

consistent manner. Ensure the search data is cleared when adding a new 

document.

I2301131 Updated location combos to all be the same and hide inactive locations.

I2301165 When text is too large to display in a field, an ellipses will now appear at the 

end.

Seradex.Win.RecurringTransaction.dll

6.4.28 08/11/2023 I2304235 Corrected issue deleting job billing with retention if some lines never were 

billed also delete properly clears out zero dollar descriptions of work that 

happen to have positive and negatives to balance out to zero.

Seradex.Win.Reports.dll

6.4.27 08/11/2023 I2202253 Telerik reports can now be exported and attached to emails as xls files.

Seradex.Win.SalesOrder.dll

6.4.60 08/11/2023 I2303086 When updating shipto, do not enforce a change of shipvia unless a new 

value is found

I2302348 When the sales order number drop down is filtered to a status, and the status 

of the current sales order is changed, the form will no longer reload the sales 

order number drop down to show all statuses.

I2301165 When text is too large to display in a field, an ellipses will now appear at the 

end.

I2306008 Corrected issue whereby changing the header location no longer prompted 

to update the details

I2301131 Updated location combos to all be the same and hide inactive locations.

I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.
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6.4.60 08/11/2023 I2102336 Ensure the Message Centre and Search tab searches can be filtered in a 

consistent manner. Ensure the search data is cleared when adding a new 

document.

I2304052 Corrected issue whereby launching the detail ship to from Sales order lines 

and changing tax or otherwise the rate changes was not updating the sales 

order lines affected.

I2306178 Corrected display isssue when using detail ship to and happened to load a 

sales order via the drop down while already viewing another sales order for 

the exact same customer, the detail ship to in the grid did not appear 

properly.

I2212052 The Sales Order form will no longer disable and enable itself when launching 

the Sales Order Search History form, as this was causing unexpected 

behaviour with the Microsoft Windows window ordering.

6.4.61 08/14/2023 I2308142 Modified the means by which sales order header data are selected, removing 

the need to have a primary key on the data object.

6.4.62 08/17/2023 I2308170 Modified the post-Batch BOM process to leave the SalesOrder form in a 

changed state if the BOM was changed; saving the form would then initiate 

the popup to reflect these changes to the related documents.

6.4.63 08/24/2023 I2305166 Implemented Initial and Runtime data import feature to migrate data from a 

database to the workbook when using the excel item pricing option instead of 

the Aspose item pricing option in the Estimate, Sales Order and Purchasing 

modules.

I2303348 Implemented required changes to properly hide, show and close the pricing 

workbook when needed.

Seradex.Win.Scheduling.dll

6.4.55 08/11/2023 I2301075 Hide Launch Material Manager if advanced work order not activated

Seradex.Win.Scheduling.Finite.dll

6.4.39 08/11/2023 I2301075 Hide Launch Material Manager if advanced work order not activated

I2210002 When there is an estimate linked to the scheduled work order, double 

clicking items in the calendar views in scheduling will now show the work 

order form instead of the estimate form.

Seradex.Win.Search.dll

6.4.104 08/11/2023 I2212180 Ensured search controls are properly cleaned up and adjusted the style of 

the filter combos.

I2102336 Add ability to clear filters from transactional forms in a more flexible manner.

6.4.105 08/17/2023 I2308164 Ensure that the ModuleSearchWorkspace data tables are cleaned up in the 

correct dependency order.

Seradex.Win.ServiceOrder.dll

6.4.19 08/11/2023 I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.
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6.4.19 08/11/2023 I2102336 Ensure the Message Centre and Search tab searches can be filtered in a 

consistent manner. Ensure the search data is cleared when adding a new 

document.

I2301131 Updated location combos to all be the same and hide inactive locations.

I2305099 Minor UI control size and alignment updates.

Seradex.Win.Shipping.dll

6.4.48 06/26/2023 I2306259 Corrected the call to open the Multiple Document Storage form from the grid.

6.4.49 08/11/2023 I2102336 Ensure the Message Centre and Search tab searches can be filtered in a 

consistent manner. Ensure the search data is cleared when adding a new 

document.

I2305093 Limit Misc freight vendors list to active vendors

I2301165 When text is too large to display in a field, an ellipses will now appear at the 

end.

I2306021 Ensured updating inventory from the header menu in shipping is the same 

logic as when it is done on approval.

I2301131 Updated location combos to all be the same and hide inactive locations.

I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

6.4.50 08/14/2023 I2308154 Restored the Country and Ship Terms combos to the Shipping grid.

Seradex.Win.ShopFloorExecution.dll

6.4.66 08/11/2023 I2302040 Added a select all option to Shop Floor Execution with a warning when trying 

to include more rows than specified in application preferences.

I2304099 Modified to implement the new RFID scanning functionality on the SFE detail 

user interface.

I2303272 Modified to support specifying Location, Rack, and Bin on the Shop Floor 

work order completion screen.

Seradex.Win.Telerik.dll

6.4.28 08/11/2023 I2303300 Paper size detection has been extended to include more sizes defined 

against the reports assigned printer.

I2202253 Telerik reports can now be exported and attached to emails as xls files.

Seradex.Win.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.50 08/11/2023 I2301075 Hide Launch Material Manager if advanced work order not activated

I2303234 Implemented support for Config Search and Replace in .Net work order 

module.

I2301165 When text is too large to display in a field, an ellipses will now appear at the 

end.

I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

I2301131 Updated location combos to all be the same and hide inactive locations.

I2304127 Sub-work orders opened from a WO line right-click menu will spawn in a new 

WO form.
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6.4.50 08/11/2023 I2102336 Ensure the Message Centre and Search tab searches can be filtered in a 

consistent manner. Ensure the search data is cleared when adding a new 

document.

I2212052 The Work Order form will no longer disable and enable itself when launching 

the Work Order Search History form, as this was causing unexpected 

behaviour with the Microsoft Windows window ordering.

I2307248 When using the Make-Stock MRP, ensure that the items to append to the 

work order are added to the Items combo prior to selecting the item on the 

line.

ServiceOrder.dll

6.4.80 08/11/2023 I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

setup.exe

6.4.4 08/11/2023 I2210215 Modified to correct a problem when trying to retrieve the emails from the 

common Outlook mail box due to a wrong reference for one of the 

components of the Microsoft.Graph.dll, which is the main Microsoft 

technology used to communicate with the Outlook Online.

Shipping.dll

6.4.178 08/11/2023 I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

I2303074 Corrected issue generating a shipment from Sales order itself as well as 

batch processing, barcode shipping and delivery schedule.  This only is an 

issue if the collation of the database does not match the tempDB database.

sxAddress.ocx

6.4.17 08/11/2023 I2208164 Modified the Address edit control to spend less time checking if it needs to 

create a new Addresses record if all address fields are empty.  Also 

improved the speed of saving when a valid address had not previously been 

loaded into the screen in the same session.

sxEDIBridge.dll

6.4.65 08/31/2023 I2308339 Allow date filtering when exporting PO module EDI formats.

sxMaintenance.dll

6.4.154 08/11/2023 I2208164 Adjusted the tab order on Employee Maintenance to make it easier to 

navigate the screen.

I2307108 Fixed an issue where signing up an Employee for both DBOX and ERP 

Anywhere at the same time would cause an error.
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sxMaintenanceControls.ocx

6.4.43 08/11/2023 I2302040 Added a new Application Preference to control when the user gets a warning 

including rows via "Select All" in Shop Floor Execution.

sxProfile.dll

6.4.29 08/11/2023 I2302358 The User setup form in sxProfile now displays the Database Code in the grid.  

Minor tab, layout, and display issues were addressed.

sxRuntime.exe

6.4.63 08/11/2023 I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

sxSwitcher.exe

6.4.1 08/11/2023 I2305011 Modified to manually position the menu and react to the right click based on 

the same code that TechsupportMonitor uses.

Tooling.dll

6.4.24 08/11/2023 I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

UpdateAcct.dll

6.4.80 08/11/2023 I2304322 The UPDATEs to GLAccounts in the UpdateAccounts module will only occur 

if the temp table - to be populated from the accounting system - is not empty.

WorkOrder.dll

6.4.227 08/11/2023 I2301116 Lock columns on WO completion form

I2303272 Modified to support specifying Location, Rack, and Bin on the Shop Floor 

work order completion screen.

I2304065 Purchase quantity UOMs are now evaluated when updating existing mat req 

from the selective mat req form.

I2304329 Modified to automatically remove the remaining allocated inventory to a 

lot/serial line when the line quantity has been decreased to the completed 

already quantity since in this scenario the line is also automatically closed.

I2208123 Corrected issue where users could drag columns around on the work order 

completion screen when it is not intended to do so.

I2305113 Modified to enable more windows to center on the window that called them.

I2208307 The work order completion logic has been modified to be able to show the 

available unallocated inventory in the "Total Available From Inventory" 

column of the middle component grid of the work order completion screen for 

sub work orders.

6.4.228 08/24/2023 I2303348 Modified to not inform the user that Excel is not installed when Aspose is 

enabled.
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